
Personal, Social and Emotional Development  
 

We will make sure that we are talking to our friends whilst playing,  

always using kind words and kind hands and trying to develop         

relationships. We will be encouraged to add storylines and            

narratives in our play, and to share these ideas with others so that 

we can all take part in the same story or adventure.   

                              Mathematics 
 

Over the next half-term we will be securing our 

knowledge of numbers, learning to count in sequence to 

10 and recognise numerals to 10. We will also be working 

on finding the total amount in two groups by counting all 

of them, and starting to use different words for this 

process (like add, together and total). We will also 

continue to develop our knowledge of 2d and 3d shapes, 

using correct names whenever we talk about shapes.  

 

As always, we will be singing lots of counting songs to 

support our learning, including  5 Little Men In A Flying 

Saucer, 5 Currant Buns, 5 Speckled Frogs and 1,2,3,4,5, 

Once I Caught A Fish Alive. 



Personal, Social and Emotional Development  
 

 Support your child in developing imagination and storytelling,   

building things using big cardboard boxes and pieces of fabric, 

or dressing up and pretending to be nurse, doctors or parents. 
 

 Help your child to understand sensible boundaries - eg. why it’s 

OK to run in the garden, but not to run around the supermarket.   

                               Mathematics 
 

 We’ve been practicing our counting a lot in class, so 

building on this at home would be a huge help - you 

could count houses on the way to School, footsteps 

on the way to bed, shoes in the house, players on 

the team, objects in the shopping  trolley, claps, 

nods... Anything and everything you can think of! 
  

 Practice writing numbers in sand, salt or water, or 

try making numbers out of groups of pebbles.  
 

 Play board games with numbered squares together, 

and practice saying the names of the squares you 

land on together. Simple card games give lots of               

opportunities for practicing number names, too. 


